TRANE® ENERGY A SSESSMENT
Visualize the potential in your building

An Energy Assessment with Trane identifies how a building

TO O L S T HAT MAKE T HE I N VI SI BL E VI SI BL E

uses energy, providing a baseline of building performance

Trane building professionals utilize advanced tools that transform

that shows the potential for improvement. And that’s only

building data into easy-to-understand information, and they provide

the beginning. Trane building professionals utilize advanced

ongoing support and expertise.

tools to visualize and measure your building’s energy profile
in a way that transforms data into meaningful information, to

Get a snapshot of your building’s energy profile, to easily see the

help you identify and monetize impactful energy projects for

potential and performance history of your building. That’s followed up by

sustained results. Those same tools provide information to

expertise and support from Trane building professionals who analyze the

help you validate and track the impact of your actions.

building energy profile and provide recommended actions, resulting in
insights that help you identify cost savings and ongoing improvements.

TR ANE E N E RG Y O P T I C S*
•

Transforms data generated by building meters and submeters into detailed,
3-D optical energy reports.

•

Helps you easily see ineffective use of energy to fix it quickly and maintain
building performance.

•

Provides a visualization of building energy data that can be used to better
manage your facility for sustained results.

Trane building professionals use the information provided with Energy Optics to help you
develop a plan for achieving energy-related goals, relative to your specific business and needs
— and following your timeline and budget. Follow-up assessments help show the impact of
energy conservation efforts, so you can validate that changes are working to improve building
performance.
TR ANE E N E RG Y A N A LYZER
•

Energy Assessment is part of the Trane
Intelligent Services portfolio, which helps
you manage your facility for optimum
energy efficiency, reliability and occupant
satisfaction. With this collection of energy

Visualize building energy use and compare it to peer buildings and its own

management systems and services, you can

past performance.

assess and monitor building performance,

•

See where you building has been and where it can go.

with ongoing support and consultation from

•

Use building data and analysis of how it uses energy to uncover opportunities

experienced Trane building professionals.

for better efficiency.
With Energy Analyzer, Trane building professionals help you identify relatively simple-to-execute

*Trane Energy Optics is powered by Agilis Energy
US Patent 8,583,531

measures to improve building energy performance.
The tools of Energy Assessment — and the expertise and support of Trane building professionals

Scan the code, visit
Trane.com/IntSvcExp
or contact your Trane
building professional.

— help you understand how your building uses energy and turn that information into action that
impacts your bottom line.
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